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OUR M ISSION
We believe that our clients deserve vendor relationships that provide

security, cost savings, reliability, convenience, advanced technology solutions,

compliance, and most importantly superior customer service. We are not a
vendor, we are a firm focused solely on bringing your organization cost savings

T HE CL IENT

and contracts that are in line with your short- and long-term objectives.

A prestigious, West Coast-based children’s hospital with an
abundance of offsite storage challenges went to market to look
for a specialist in the industry who could assist them with their
contractual and vendor service issues.
This renowned medical center had grown to multiple locations
and was using four different offsite records storage vendors.
After reviewing RIC’s track record of success, the hospital chose
to engage with the RIC team to analyze and understand the
complexities of their offsite storage needs and frustrations with
vendors.
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THE CHALLENGE

RIC CLIENT PROCESS
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The RIC team quickly discovered that the hospital did not have
defined contract terms or a clear pricing structures and that there
were no caps on rate increases. With one of the four vendors, the
hospital did not have an agreement in place, so the organization
was bound to the terms and conditions listed on the vendor’s
website subject to change at any time.
Additionally, the hospital had high annual spend and fluctuating
offsite storage rates due to balancing multiple contracts. The rates
for storage and services varied from $0.36 to $0.86 per cubic
foot/linear foot. The accrued contingent liability for one vendor
alone was $4.7 million ($88.78/CF/LF).
The hospital was stuck in these contracts, due to the high contingent
liability fee, while on the receiving end of inconsistent customer
service from their vendors and an unreasonably high records
storage bill.
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THE SOLUTION
After a thorough analysis of the hospital

network’s records management needs, RIC
engaged the organization to:
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Reduce costs

Reduce or eliminate
contingent liability

Re-negotiate
current agreements
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Consolidate
pricing structure

Provide an insightful assessment to
identify additional opportunities for
improvement
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D E LI VER I NG T H E NEW STA NDA RD
After a thorough analysis of the hospital’s contracts and pricing schedules,
RIC was able to project a potential savings of

$1 million (45%)

over the

contract term. With a strategy in place to consolidate pricing, reduce service
and storage rates, cap price increases, and renegotiate current program, RIC
went to market with a request for proposal.
Next, RIC presented to the hospital a full vendor buyout option, resulting in a
total cost savings of

$2.3mm (71%)

and a new, fixed low annual spend of

$96,000 for the entirety of the contract. The newly negotiated contract also
included more favorable terms and conditions, consistency, and consolidation
of pricing.
Furthermore, the new vendor had waived all transfer costs and accommodated
open-shelf conversion to save the hospital approximately

$100K.

RIC was

able to utilize their industry knowledge and reduce the total contingent liability
of $5 million down to

$431K, a 91% savings.

By the end of engagement with the hospital, RIC used their expertise and

reduce the Children’s Hospital’s total offsite
storage costs by 71%.
proven track record to
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RESULTS

1.

Consolidated entire inventory from 4 different vendors to 1

2.

Contingent liability reduction:

3.

4.

5.

vendor.

$5 million to $431K (91% reduction)
Before RIC Engagement

After RIC engagement

Spend Before RIC Engagement

Spend After RIC Engagement

Spend Before RIC Engagement

Spend After RIC Engagement

Reduction in average annual spend:
$96K (67% reduction)

Total savings with new vendor
agreement: $2.3mm (71% reduction)

Improved accountability for price increases.

“

Not only did RIC reduce our annual spend through a

renegotiated contract, they identified several areas of overages
that were recovered. More than anything, I appreciate the
relationship that RIC has built with us and the continued
customer support, even after the initial scope was completed.
– Client Testimonial

”

